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Crabbing boat departing Bennett Bay for Georgia Strait.

News Digest
Baynes Sound Connector Almost In
Service

BC Ferries is making final preparations to welcome its newest
vessel, the Baynes Sound Connector, into regular service
between Buckley Bay and Denman Island in early February.
The new cable ferry has already been carrying passengers
and vehicles for some sailings of the regular schedule since
January 22. The new cable ferry utilizes less than half the fuel
of the MV Quinitsa, says BC Ferries, and will serve the route for
the next 40 years.

A ‘Risk Assessment’ study carried out for the Capital Regional
District found that sea level rise resulting from climate change
would impact relatively few areas of the CRD, and not much on
the Southern Gulf Islands.
A review of public facilities vulnerable to increases in sea level
over the next century found that: a number of sewage pumping
stations, the road to Port Renfrew, Island View Beach Park in
Saanich, and the Ganges Public Library would be affected. The
Oak Bay/Windsor Park area was the only residential area
strongly impacted.
The assumed sea level rise for nearly all of the CRD was 0.5
metres by 2050, 1.0m by 2100, and 2.0m by 2200. The study
also considered changes in elevations due to seismic activity and
a possible 1.3m storm surge at an extreme hightide, estimated
as a 1 in 500 year occurrence. Wave effects were not included
in the calculations.
The work included the creation of potential inundation maps
for 24 focus areas: including areas of Saanich and Sidney,
Fulford Harbour, Central Ganges, and of Galiano Island north
of Sturdies Bay. Economic and disruption impacts were
estimated based on current activity and assessments for three
case study areas: Highway 14 south of Shirley, Oak
Bay/Windsor Park, and Victoria’s Inner Harbour.
The study is intended to guide the various municipal
authorities in preparing bylaws dealing with potentially flooded
areas; it will also form a basis for future work.

CRD Studies Sea Level Rise Impacts

Quinsam Mine Shuts Down

The last operating coalmine on Vancouver Island is shutting
down, laying off 66 workers. Company management blames
‘soft’ coal prices. The mine commenced operations in 1987.
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While the Quinsam Mine is officially being put into a ‘care
and maintenance’ status, its closure marks an end to the coal
industry on Vancouver Island. The existence of coal at Fort
Rupert (Port Hardy) was first pointed out to Hudson’s Bay
Company officials by aboriginals in the 1850s, and mining soon
gave birth to Ladysmith, Union, and Cumberland. In the 1880s,
the Dunsmuir family was granted 1.9 million acres of
southeastern Vancouver Island in return for the construction
of the Esquimalt and Nanaimo railway; they established
significant underground mining operations.
Quinsam coal has recently been shipped to local cement
plants and exported through facilities on Texada Island. The
company says it will honour existing contracts, but hasn’t said
how.
However, lower prices have stopped shipments from US coal
mines through Westshore Terminals, according to Kevin
Washbrook of Voters Taking Action on Climate Change
(VTACC). But Fraser Surrey Docks still appears to be pursuing
its proposed coal port on the Fraser River.

Queen of Chilliwack Arrives In Fiji

The ex-BC Ferry Queen of Chilliwack, soon to be renamed the
Lomaviti Princess 3, has arrived in Fiji, still surrounded by
mystery: how much did BC Ferries sell her for, and how much
was actually spent on refitting and upgrading her over the past
few years?
New owner George Goundar says he bought the ship for
under $2 million. If so, Goundar, who worked for BC Ferries
for twenty years, seems to have struck quite a deal, because BC
Ferries say they spent $15 million refitting and upgrading her
in 2013. Goundar says they spent $28 million. He also reports
that he spent the last two years negotiating with BC Ferries.
BC Ferries won’t confirm the sale price, saying they don’t
want to ‘undermine negotiations’ for the sales of the Queen of
Burnaby and the Queen of Nanaimo, soon to be sold.
The corporation says that the upgrades were carried out to
equip the ship to serve Route Nº40 (Port Hardy to Bella Coola,
and also Klemtu, Port Alice, Bella Bella, and Shearwater on
Denny Island). Route Nº40 was, unfortunately, cancelled for
financial reasons at about the same time.
Queen of Chilliwack was pulled from service along the

Discovery Coast route shortly after the refit was complete and
negotiations for the sale had already begun, according to the
buyer.
Since then, the ship has been held, apparently in operating
condition. BC Ferries say the sale was completed in September,
2015. The ship sailed for Fiji just before breakdowns of the
Queen of Burnaby resulted in the need for substitute vessels to
serve the northern Sunshine Coast.
Deputy ferries critic, MLA Gary Holman, called the sell-off
‘a fire sale’, adding that BC Ferries is currently short on vessels
along the south coast. The fact that sailings are being cancelled
on the Sunshine Coast and elsewhere suggests that the vessel
had much greater value remaining in the fleet, even as a backup,
than being sold for bottom dollar, he says. ‘While Christy Clark
is busy grabbing all she can from the pockets of the middle class
through rising MSP premiums, ICBC premiums, hydro rates
and ferry fares; at the same time, she’s leaving millions on the
table in bad deals,’ said Holman.
The Queen of Chilliwack was built in Norway in 1979, and
purchased by BC Ferries in 1991. She has served routes in the
Southern Gulf Islands, when she first arrived from Norway, and
the Sunshine Coast, in addition to Route Nº40.

Alberta Carbon Tax Matches BC

Alberta Premier Rachel Notley has announced that an Alberta
carbon tax will be at a rate of $20 per tonne of CO2 emitted,
starting in January 2017, and increasing to $30 per tonne in
January 2018.
The Pembina Institute had recommended to the Alberta
Climate Change Advisory Panel a carbon price starting at $40
per tonne, and increasing it at $10 per tonne per year for the
next ten years.
These rates can be compared to the BC carbon tax, which
started in July 2008 at $10 per tonne and increased at $5 per
tonne until July 2012, when it reached $30 per tonne. It has
been frozen at that rate since.
The 2013 BC Provincial Budget Review said: ‘Increasing the
carbon tax beyond the current $30 per tonne would have a
stronger negative effect on economic growth.’ The government
also stated at that time that the carbon tax would not be
expanded to industry.
NEWS DIGEST please turn to page 6
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Time of Day Electricity Rates

The following letter was sent to Prime Minister Trudeau and
copied to Saanich-Gulf islands MP Elizabeth May and MLA
Gary Holman.
Dear Justin Trudeau:
I would like you to encourage Time of Day (TOD) electricity
rates throughout Canada as soon as possible and immediately
where smart meters already exist. This would encourage electric
vehicles (EV), renewable energy, and reduce pressure on our
electrical grid, all of which are necessary to meet our Paris
Agreement obligations.
TOD rates should reflect true costs of supply, be relatively
stable, and be monitored by utility commissions. To further
stimulate our transition to renewable energy, stop fossil fuel
subsidies, and consider very transparent federal and provincial
subsidies for off peak load electricity. Carbon free net metered
electricity producers could also receive subsidized feed-in rates.
This process will allow individuals and businesses to plan to
switch to and/or produce renewable energy which is becoming
economically attractive. It would also encourage EV charging
during low electricity demand, and to utilize the batteries in

their EV’s to offset and support peak electricity demand.
I am a retired PEng living off-grid on Galiano Island. I
volunteer for the Galiano Conservancy Association where we
teach sustainable living at our Learning Centre. Our new school
is off-grid utilizing Solar PV. We would like to demonstrate and
utilize grid-tie, wind, solar thermal, EVs, and micro-hydro soon.
I am very grateful that Elizabeth May is my MP, and based
on your actions so far I feel the same way about you as our PM.
Please encourage these necessary changes to our infrastructure
so that Canada’s early adopters of renewable energy can lead
the world in meeting our Paris Agreement obligations.
Terry Hoffman, Galiano Island

Evading Responsibility

Dear Editor:
‘Port Metro Vancouver’ says it isn’t responsible for
‘environmental effects of burning the coal, only of shipping it’.
Isn’t that akin to the management of IG Farben evading
responsibility for its holocaust gas Zyklon B (‘We just delivered
it’)?
John How, Texada Island

BRING YOUR RECYCLABLES TO US…

We’ll take anything with a
deposit for a full refund.

Open daily 9am to 6pm

250.539.2936

SATURNA GENERAL STORE
101 NARVAEZ BAY ROAD, SATURNA ISLAND

Readers’ Letters

Where else can you leave the key to your house under a rock
for the plumber, overhear about a good deal at a restaurant, join
all your friends and neighbours in the Pride parade, or see a
Dear Editor:
retired CEO in the Thrift store? The joy of dressing as we wish,
One of the reasons for coming to Denman Island was that it
becoming involved in local issues, seeing first class
appeared to be a safe place to raise children—no major
entertainment at a low cost with free parking has became our
predators (2 legged as well as 4). I neglected to take into account
standard fare. We fell in love with wild nature, the sea, big trees
those with 6 and 8 legs which can inflict life-changing
and being recognized at the market.
consequences and even kill.
In this rapidly developing urban trend with it’s huge
With the increase in incidents of diagnosed cases of Lyme
subdivisions, fancy malls, big box stores and fast traffic, Salt
Disease, I thought I would pass on some interesting
Spring somehow remains unchanged. Partly this is because of
information. Deer ticks are the main cause but you do not have
the ‘ferry thing’ but I believe we have to give credit to the
to be bitten to contract Lyme. You can also contract this
mandated efforts of the Island Trust. It was put in place to
devastating disease and others by coming into contact with the
protect the group of islands in the Salish Sea called the Gulf
blood, urine, feces etc. of an infected animal through a break in
Islands.
your skin.
I think when we think of incorporation we need to ask
The following information is from the American Veterinary
ourselves, what will happen to the other relatively unpopulated
Medical Association website: Hunters need to wear heavy
islands if the largest, most influential part of the group were to
rubber, nitrile or latex gloves when butchering (as well as
lessen our support? We on Salt Spring will certainly be less
anyone moving a dead or injured wild animal). Hunters are also
interested in the other members of our team, if we have a
warned not to eat, drink or smoke while ‘processing’ their kill
secondary governing body which will, of course have it’s own
and to minimize contact with the brain or spinal tissues.
concerns, complaints, rules, bylaw infractions, interest groups
Also, avoid consuming the tongue, eyes, spleen, tonsils and
etc, all needing more tax dollars.
lymph nodes found in
I would like to suggest to you to
connective tissue and fat.
think carefully about our ‘whole’
Apparently, freezing the
Gulf Island coastline, its First
flesh does not necessarily
Nation heritage and remember
protect you from animal The Paris talks are over, and the hoo-hah while it lasted—
why you fell in love with this
It
almost
took
my
breath
away
and
left
me
flabbergasted!
transmitted diseases so
island.
So
let
us
hope
with
two
months
gone,
that
matters
don’t
stagnate;
make
sure
you
Don’t change Salt Spring, let
Enough
of
talking,
action’s
needed
’ere
it
is
too
late.
thoroughly cook the
Salt
Spring change you! If you
I’m certain that our government will work to make this so—
meat.
moved
here only because of the
Removal of the It’s change that we all voted for, and not the status quo.
weather
and want all the
antlers should be done What’s lacking is a policy for global warming need,
amenities
like
sidewalks, big-box
with a hand saw rather Planned and proclaimed by Cabinet, Provincially agreed;
stores, street-lights and parkades,
A
plan
with
action
following,
guidelines
for
industries,
than a power saw and
maybe consider Duncan, Sidney,
always wear safety With monitored emissions and resultant penalties.
Nanaimo or Victoria.
glasses. Washing hands But while the relevant ministries may only be a few,
I think we need to protect
and disinfecting surfaces There’re countless boards, commissions and adjudicators too;
these islands, all of them, we have
and
tools
after And some were stacked with bureaucrats not many months ago,
a responsibility and to do that we
butchering is a must. So they would think the Tory way, to make their projects go.
need to encourage—heck—
Your dog is also at risk if The policy must get to them, although they might demur,
demand the Island Trust become
allowed to lick the blood And want to keep the status-quo, and stay the way they were.
stronger rather than weakening
or other secretions from Mind, if the terms of reference are implicitly adhered,
our efforts by incorporating. Not
an infected animal. This We cannot fault decisions made—but let us get this clear—
everything is about economics or
is yet another good This is a world catastrophe we’re trying to mitigate,
the way others ‘do business’ by
reason to constantly And if we think the Tory way, we’ll end up in stalemate!
having a council.
supervise your dog when
—H Barry Cotton
David Suzuki says, ‘Is a forest
outside and always keep
a sacred grove or merely lumber
your dog on a leash when out for a walk.
and pulp? Are rivers veins of the land or sources of power and
There is also a mention that only healthy animals should be
irrigation? Is soil a community of organisms or simply dirt? Is
consumed which means watching the animal for a while to see
another species our biological relative or a resource? Is our
if there is any odd behavior or movements. This brings into
house a home or just real estate?’
question whether or not it is actually safe to harvest road kill?
Susan Paynter, Salt Spring Island
What assurance do you have that the animal was healthy before
being hit?
Money for Nothin’?
Also, if intestinal contents come into contact with the meat, Dear Editor:
it should be considered contaminated and discarded. Again, do Are we being cheated? If you get mad about taxes, try this: our
not feed it to your dog or they may become infected. Lyme is a government pays interest to the banks when it borrows money
horrible disease, hard to diagnose (especially in your dog) and for items like healthcare, defence, roads, veterans’ care and
treat but there are other diseases out there to be wary of as well. pensions, student grants, fixing housing and homelessness
Some insidious diseases are even transmitted by those with 6 issues, parks, honouring First Nations reconciliation, and
legs…mosquitoes...then there are the spiders...but let’s not go election promises.
there!
Private banks ‘create’ loan money (from ‘nothing’) and sell
Edina Johnston, Denman Island
it back to us (our governments) at market interest rates. This

national interest on debt could be way, way less (as our Bank
Salt Spring Municipal Incorporation
Act actually allows). Really! I could not make this stuff up. This
Dear Editor:
I am interested in the discussion about Incorporation and the interest we all must pay (from our taxes) is about $30B/year.
various views set out by others and would like to add my two We have paid over $1 trillion since the Bank of Canada allowed
cents, this is more an emotional view not a business model or commercial banks to ‘create money’ through loan instruments
what Bowen has experienced. Of course none of us can really in 1974.
I’m not an economics whiz, and workings of economic policy
have this discussion without the promised study of our roads,
and
monetary system disputes remind me of Steampunk and
which I understand has been delayed? Except for a few old
Rube
Goldberg contraptions; but a scam this big warrants a
timers and the First Nations most of us came to Salt Spring
Island after a life somewhere else, in fact many have come from hard second look. Spin and the fog of opposition to change is so
thick from: appointed civil servants, unions, bankers, positionanother province.
Why did we choose this island? For many, after a visit in the advocacy institutes and academics, and media friends, like
summer, the glorious season, Salt Spring’s charm enticed us to Forbes Magazine and others, that it’s hard to get a credible story
consider moving here. Why? I suggest it was the ‘laid back’ rural through layers of bafflegab.
You’d hope we could all grope together towards ‘one truth’
easy going lifestyle that intrigued us. That ‘Salt Spring moment’
where a stranger on the street or someone in a local business here. But no. People advocating various approaches to
exchanged a smile, gave ‘extra’ help or just began an ordinary ‘monetary reform’ get called whackjobs, armchair loonies, not
real conservatives, dabblers in archaic discredited ideas, anticonversation for no reason.
free enterprisers, free-market-anarchists, and worse. As Dylan
sings it: ‘While money doesn’t talk, it swears. Obscenity, who
Doug Routley, MLA
really cares, propaganda, all is phony.’
Nanaimo~North Cowichan
And yet ... there’s a fresh world-wide movement to fix this
problem.
‘Monetary Reform’ comes in many colours, and
Unit 112 50 Tenth Street
current approaches are cleaner, with less attached baggage than
Nanaimo BC V9R 6L1
past versions. They come from credible groups and experts in
T 250.716.5221 | F 250.716.5222
Canada, the US, the UK, Switzerland, Holland, other EU
Box 269 | #1 – 16 High Street
nations, Australia, New Zealand, and elsewhere.
Ladysmith BC V9G 1A2
The Swiss people have just won an initiative vote (Vollgeld
T 250.245.9375 | F 250.245.8164
Initiative) to have a referendum on fixing their banking system,
to give money creation powers to the Swiss National Bank.
Web: www.dougroutley.ca
The Green Party in UK proposes to move public debt money
Email: douglas.routley.mla@leg.bc.ca

Hunters Need To Take Care About
Lyme Disease

After Paris

LETTERS, please turn to page 7
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May to NEB: Kinder Morgan expansion
Hot Tips For Heating With Wood
fails public interest test

Probity of Evidence

‘I hope I made it clear to the NEB that not only
is this a violation of procedural fairness, it
fundamentally undermines the probity of the
evidence. Lacking oral cross-examination, the
written questions were never answered by the
experts or those who did studies and reviews,
but by Trans Mountain’s legal team. Nearly
every intervenor complained that answers
were non-responsive.
‘But it is much worse than that,’ explained
May, ‘In essence, none of the witnesses were
available to answer any question—whether
orally or in writing.’
May pointed out that, for example, Trans
Mountain’s claims that bitumen behaves just
as ordinary crude in the marine environment
is based only on one study conducted in water
tanks in Gainford, Alberta; the experiment ran
for ten days.
However, the Gainford study is
contradicted by numerous, and more rigorous,
studies. Unlike the Gainford ten-day study—
the evidence relied upon by Trans Mountain—
the fact that bitumen forms oil balls that sink
has been tested through peer-review.
Similarly, Trans Mountain dismisses the
risk of serious tanker accidents, even though it
will be increasing tanker traffic from one a
week to one a day. It minimizes the risk of
pipeline ruptures and spills. But, strangely,

considers the risk of pipeline workers
spreading Avian flu by wandering into poultry
barns a risk worthy of consideration.
‘In conclusion, I submit that the NEB has
no choice but to find that this project is not in
the public interest. It is opposed by the
Government of British Columbia, the
municipal governments of Vancouver,
Victoria, Burnaby, North and West Vancouver,
the regional government of Metro Vancouver,
the Tsartlip and Tsawout First Nations within
my riding of Saanich-Gulf Islands—nations
who correctly point out that their very specific
treaty rights under the Douglas Treaty are
violated by this process—as well as the majority
of the constituents of Saanich-Gulf Islands.’
Earlier this month Intervenor, MLA, and
Leader of BC Green Party Andrew Weaver
submitted his Final Argument to the NEB on
January 8. His oral summary was also
presented on January 20. May referred to his
Final Argument in her oral summary.
He argues that Trans Mountain had failed
to adequately and accurately represent the full
scope of risks and impacts that a diluted
bitumen (dilbit) spill would have. He also
stated that Trans Mountain had failed to
represent a clear and satisfactory ability to
respond to a dilbit spill.
‘It is critical that we understand just how
unprepared we are for a dilbit spill on British
Columbia’s coast,’ said Weaver, ‘This isn’t just
hypothetical—we already have heavy oil
tankers in our coastal waters.’ Andrew
Weaver’s final argument noted that due to
these ‘substantive deficiencies’, the application
should be dismissed by the NEB.
Of particular concern in this process was
Trans Mountain’s ability to respond to a spill
of heavy oil. Trans Mountain based much of
their analysis on the faulty assumption that
dilbit would float. What little science there is
available examining this issue has found that
bitumen has the ability to sink in the presence
of suspended particles, of which there is no
shortage in British Columbia’s coastal waters.
‘Trans Mountain consistently failed to
provide scenarios that could sustain even the
most basic scrutiny,’ said Weaver, ‘This project
needs to be halted until we better understand
the science of heavy oil in marine
environments and British Columbia’s spill
prevention and response capabilities are
greatly updated.’ A report issued by US
authorities in April 2015 warned that Canada’s
major oil spill clean up protocol is decades
behind their own, he cites.
Weaver applied to participate in the hearing
process as both a Member of the Legislative
Assembly for Oak Bay-Gordon Head, and as a
scientist with a doctorate in applied
mathematics with a specialty in physical
oceanography, atmospheric and climate
science. 0

N

Frants Attorp

othing warms the body and soul like a
wood fire on a cold winter’s day. Wood
stoves produce wonderful heat, create
a cozy atmosphere, are relatively inexpensive
to operate, and don’t let you down when the
power goes out. But there are some very
important things to learn to stay safe and on
the right side of insurance companies.
Dave Campbell, a certified chimney sweep
who has been cleaning and inspecting wood
burning appliances on Salt Spring Island for
the past decade, says his number one
recommendation for operators of wood
stoves—aside from meeting safety standards—
is to burn only dry, seasoned wood.
‘Disciplined wood burners think over a year
ahead,’ he explains ‘They store their wood in a
dry shed for six months to a year. Seasoned
wood burns cleaner, gives a better heat, and
helps prevent problems in the chimney.’
According to Campbell, burning wet or
green wood causes heavy sooting in the
chimney. The combustion of wet wood
produces a fluffy, voluminous deposit, while
burning the unseasoned variety leads to even
greater problems—a thick tar coating that is
very difficult to remove. ‘Getting rid of the
creosote layer can be really tricky,’ he admits.
‘Sometimes all I can do is chip away with a
sharp tool.’
To help limit the build up of soot in the
chimney, Campbell recommends the stove’s
air intake be opened wide for half an hour each
day. The increased heat will bake away some
of the soot that was deposited inside the
chimney when the stove was damped down.
A dirty chimney can result in a chimney fire,
and that is not something to take lightly.
Campbell advises anyone who experiences a
chimney fire to call the fire department
immediately. ‘It can be very dangerous,’ he
explains. ‘Excessive heat can damage the
chimney and surrounding structures. That’s

Besley
Design & Build
3D Computer Design
Permit Plans
Foundations & Framing
Siding & Roofing
Finishing
Decks & Fences
Renovations & Additions
Timberworks & Arbors
25 years experience
Licensed & Insured
Call Ron for free estimate

rbesley@shaw.ca • 250.537.8885

Re: Consideration of
Local School Calendar
Option for 2016/2017

•

Individual written submissions addressed to the Board of Education,
through Dawne Fennell, Executive Assistant;
Public Meeting of the Board of Education – March 9, 2016 at
Fernwood Elementary School at 1:00 p.m.

The calendar template to be considered for the 2016/2017 school year can
be viewed at: http://sd64.bc.ca/calendar-input.

Scrap Car, Truck, Bus
& Equipment

• WATER WELLS
• DRILLING FOR GEOSOURCE,
GEOTECH & ENVIRONMENTAL
• HYDROFRACTURING

No Wheels? No Problem!
Metal Clean-up Bins Also
Available

An Island Family Business
For 50 Years!

Hy-Geo
Consulting

TO IMPROVE WELL YIELDS

1-800-746-7444
250-537-8456
www.drillwell.com
drill@drillwell.com

Done Right - Safely

To accommodate these changes, the following Notice of Motion was presented
at the September 23, 2015 Board of Education Public meeting:
“It was moved that the Board of Education adopts a Local School Calendar
for the 2016/2017 school year that reduces the number of days in
session by approximately 25 to 30 resulting in a four-day school week. The
instructional time from these days will be added to the remaining days of
instruction. The resulting savings will allow the district to preserve
programs and options for our students. The motion will be tabled at the
regular Public Board meeting on March 9, 2016.”

•

WOOD HEAT please turn to page 7

FREE REMOVAL!

• Foreshore Applications
• Docks • Moorings
• Durable dock systems for
exposed locations
Ross Walker & Corey Johnson

The School Calendar Form provided by the Ministry is required to be submitted
by each district in the province to the Ministry no later than March 31, 2016.

Submissions may be made to the Board until March 8, 2016.
Opportunities to provide feedback include:
• Email through: http://sd64.bc.ca/calendar-input;

why every chimney that has seen a chimney
fire needs to be carefully inspected by a
certified chimney sweep.’
These statements are echoed by Mitchell
Sherrin, a lieutenant with Salt Spring
Fire/Rescue, whose department responds to
anywhere from eight to twelve chimney fires
per year: ‘Chimney fires are one of the leading
causes of structural fires. They can spread to
the roof, attic or even to the basement through
the cleanout. We recommend people contact
the fire department even if the chimney fire has
been extinguished. We have trained personnel
who can check for heat transfer to structures
next to the chimney.’
Sherrin, who recommends small hot fires
rather than fires that smolder, indicates that
even people who like to clean their own
chimney are well advised to hire a certified
chimney sweep once per year. ‘A professional
can spot problems with the stove and chimney,
and provide a signed document that shows an
inspection was done.’
Because of the risks involved with wood
stoves, some insurance companies refuse to
cover homes where wood is the primary source
of heat. And those that do, charge hundreds of
dollars more than when insuring homes where
other fuels, such as oil or electricity, are the
main source of heat.
While some homeowners who heat mostly
with wood may be tempted to save money by
declaring their wood stove as a secondary
rather than primary source of heat, Campbell
has a few words of caution: ‘It’s extremely
important to be totally honest with insurance
companies at all times. They have been known
to forgive carelessness or even stupidity, but
they don’t take kindly to people who try to
deceive them. Insurance guys are sharp and
know what to look for.’
Scott Preston, underwriting manager for
Seafirst Insurance, says he wouldn’t be

BULLETIN
BOARD
SALT SPRING ISLAND

O

n January 20, in the final argument
phase of the National Energy Board
hearing in the application from Trans
Mountain to expand the Kinder Morgan
pipeline from Alberta to the lower mainland of
British Columbia, Elizabeth May, MP for
Saanich-Gulf Islands and leader of the Green
Party of Canada catalogued the many failures
of the process. Critical to her argument is that
the lack of oral cross-examination meant that
the evidence presented by Trans Mountain is
untested and cannot be relied upon.
May focused her arguments on the multiple
claims by the proponent that were never
subjected to proper scrutiny due to the
unprecedented decision to deny rights of crossexamination. ‘I first appeared before the NEB
as counsel back in 1981. I am familiar with how
the NEB used to function. It was court-like and
it was open to the public and media. This
process has been a dangerous departure from
the NEB’s traditional role,’ she noted.
May pointed out in her argument that only
due to the omnibus budget bill of Spring 2012
(C-38) was the NEB entrusted with assessing
the environmental impact of the proposed
expansion–‘a role to which it is ill-suited and
inexperienced.’ Only due to the time
limitations inserted in C-38 under the gutted
and inadequate replacement of real
environmental assessment with CEAA2012
did the board justify the unprecedented
decision to eliminate oral cross-examination.
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MEETING

FOR SALE

Building lot for sale on Saturna,
.34 of an acre, treed, sloped, water
& power, garage,111 Payne Road,
$100K. 403-931-0345

School District #64 (Gulf
Islands). Regular meetings of
the Board of School Trustees
will be held on Wednesday,
February 10, 2016 at SSE.
Meeting commencing at 1pm.
Public Welcome! Agenda:
http://sd64.bc.ca/district/school–boa
rd-meetings.
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Elephant in the Room

On February 9, Pender resident Hans Tammemagi will talk on
Salt Spring about an issue little discussed—human
overpopulation. His talk entitled ‘Human Beings & the Future
of the Planet’ is co-sponsored by the SSI Library and Transition
SS. Tammemagi’s presentation will look at the ever-growing
human population and describes how it is the most significant
factor shaping the world today.
People often say, ‘No one is talking about the elephant in the
room….over-population.’ Tammemagi is tackling this difficult
topic—a provocative and long overdue discussion.
Photographer as well as writer and presenter, Tammemagi’s
powerful images support his eye-opening talk.
Tammemagi says we have passed a threshold; humans are

Award Winning Designs at
Prices You CAN Afford!

ROUND THE ISLANDS

now so plentiful that we have global, rather than local or
regional, repercussions. Planetary resources such as food, water,
and species diversity are being depleted, the environment is
being degraded, the quality of life is diminishing and
international tensions are rising. In spite its critical importance,
population is seldom discussed, and is virtually ignored in
government policies. He says, though we have made enormous
strides in technology, we have not evolved far enough yet
socially. He believes this will need to change if we are to have a
future that is truly sustainable, happy and satisfying.
Hans is writer and photographer who has penned ten books
including one national best seller. He is a member of the Society
of Environmental Journalists and former adjunct professor in
environmental sciences at both Brock and Victoria Universities.
He can be contacted at hans.tammemagi@shaw.ca.

Syrian Family arriving on Pender Soon

On January 5, Pender organizers were excited to hear which
refugee family will be coming to their island. The family consists
of a young mother and father, both under 30, with 4 children
under the age of 7. They are from Syria, near the city of Homs,
now refugees in Lebanon. The family has a farming background
which will be great as the island offers the possibility of a job.
We do not know yet when the family will arrive. Sometimes
there is only a day or two notice of their arrival, but we are ready
for them! Someone offered a house to rent for the family's first
year here (which is the year we are responsible to sponsor
them). It is in a good location with neighbours eager to help.
Furnishings have been donated. The school, the day care and
the medical clinic are all poised to welcome the family.
We initially raised funds for a family of 4, but donors were
so generous, we found we could request a family of 6.
Penderites are welcoming with open arms. Many services
have already been offered—Pender taxi company will be picking
up the family gratis from the airport along with a helper who
knows Arabic. There are ESL teachers on Pender volunteering
to teach English classes. Pender’s Refugee Support Project is so
grateful for the amazing outpouring of love from community
people.

-Dorothy Siebert
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at Harbour House. SSI CFUW will have a information display
table at the SSI Film Festival, March 4–6.

Outdoor Education Programs Expanding in
Gulf Islands’ School District

Galiano school is in the second term of an ecological/outdoors
education program, as are schools on Pender and Salt Spring.
Galiano’s program is for Grades 6,7 and 8. Teacher Shannon
Johnston says. ‘We lovingly refer to our Middle Years Galiano
Ecological Education Class as our MY GEEC. We model some
of what we do and how we learn together around the long
established Saturna Ecological Education Centre. I had the
pleasure of working for several years on Saturna and with SEEC
and now carry some of that philosophy and learnings to
Galiano.
‘Mary Greenwood, a lovely Teacher On Call in our school,
collected her thoughts our new program. Here’s what she said:
‘Galiano Community School has its own ecological education
class for middle years (6,7,8) students this year. Ms Shannon
Johnston has been taking MY GEEC on Mondays for a full day
of learning and adventures. The learning portion is highly
engaging material aimed at the physical, emotional, and
psychological needs of 11 to 13 year olds. A large part of MY
GEEC days are spent outside using the natural world as the
classroom. Activities have been structured to provide
challenging physical, scientific and observation work for these
youngsters.
‘Highlights of the program to date include a 3-day camping
trip with the Galiano Conservancy and a day where the class
planned, prepared, and served lunch to visiting school board

Gabriola Still Fundraising For Refugees
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Meanwhile SAnctuary GAbriola (SAGA) has fundraising
underway to bring two refugee families to Gabriola. So far
$30,000 of the $60,000 has been raised and the first family
will be selected very soon.
Organizer, John Van Praet says, ‘We are guided by
experienced sponsorship agreement holders with expert
knowledge of refugee resettlement and it is known that refugees
fare the very best when they are supported by a small
community just like ours and others on the Gulf Islands.
‘New arrivals here will first need to heal, get grounded, and
learn English and the Canadian ways. Then begins the search
for employment. Most refugees come with skills that take time
to adjust to a foreign setting and patience will be needed from
everyone. Adjusting to life as a Canadian takes all kinds of help
and we are responsible for the financial, emotional, and moral
support of these refugees.
‘Already we have lawyers working with us, male and female
translators, a group of English as a Second Language teachers,
trauma counsellors and many other wonderful volunteers who
are sharing their valuable gifts of time and energy. The list of
our supporters on Gabriola counts more than 120 people and
is growing.’
To
offer
funds
or
help
contact:
John
johnvanpraet@hotmailcom, Cindy Russell crrussell@shaw.ca,
or Heather Kay hmkay1225@gmail.com.

Woman’s Study Bursary

Salt Spring’s branch of Canadian Federation of University
Women (CFUW) is offering a $3,000 bursary to a Southern
Gulf Islands’ woman dreaming of upgrading her education. It
could be at community college, a trades institute or a university.
The ‘Second Chance Bursary’ is open to a female resident of
Galiano, Mayne, Penders, Salt Spring, or Saturna who has been
out of high school for at least one year. Preference will be given
to applicants who are mothers with dependent children.
More information and application form: cfuwssi.ca/secondchance-bursary-2/ or call Jo Ann at 250-931-6830. Deadline
for applications is March 31, 2016.
The CFUW on Salt Spring raises money for educational
bursaries by holding fundraisers throughout the year, including
bridge tournaments, raffles and flower baskets, as well as
receiving private donations. These efforts culminate in the Hope
Gala in December at ArtSpring. Early last December, guests
walked into a festively decorated hall and enjoyed a catered
lunch accompanied the lovely vocals of Judy Sims &
Sweetwater. A silent auction continued throughout with special
items donated by the members and friends of CFUW. As lunch
ended, a live auction began with local notable, Linda Gilkeson
as ‘auctioneer/entertainer’ this year.
All funds raised support local bursaries as well as selected
girls in Commonwealth countries who need financial help to
continue their education. A $1,000 bursary is also offered to a
graduating senior at GISS.
The Salt Spring chapter of CFUW is affiliated with the
National CFUW and meets on the last Saturday of each month

trustees. The focus on teamwork, cooperation and personal best
is an excellent preparation for teenagers who will soon be
moving 0n to Gulf Islands Secondary School.’

Happy Couple

Central Saanich Councillor Alicia Cormier and Saanich North
and the Islands MLA Gary Holman were married on December
12. Their ceremony was officiated by marriage commissioner

(and professional Town Crier) Kenny Podmore, followed by a
dinner reception at The Latch with family. The happy couple
honeymooned on the beautiful Hawaiian island of Kaua’i.

Square Dance Celebration

This January, Pender-based Ptarmigan Music & Theatre
Society is turning 25 years old, and will be celebrating at the
January 31st square dance at the community hall. Ptarmigan
recently welcomed Krista Konkin as new artistic director,
allowing longtime originator and artistic director Patrick Smith
to retire.
Through a wide range of programming and events
Ptarmigan’s Mosaic program has served islands’ youngsters for
many years. Ptarmigan has also created an instrument bank for
the Pender school band, worth well over $30,000! Sadly, due
to lack of funds, it is has been difficult to keep the instruments
repaired and maintained. Band leader Ben McConchie would
dearly love them to have some TLC. Ptarmigan need funds for
this, and for all of its island-based arts programs.
Off-islands, Ptarmigan has partnerships with the Canadian
Mental Health Association, and BC Housing, and works with
Victoria’s Lyme Disease and Wellspring Support Groups, and
provides ongoing programs for seniors. Ptarmigan has a role as
a champion of the intersection between arts and marginalized
groups.
If you would like to help, send donations to Ptarmigan Music
and Theatre Society, 4301 Bedwell Harbour Rd, Unit 12, Pender
Island, BC, V0N 2M1, or contact the office, 1-866-859-0634. 0
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Conservation groups plan a provincial
fund to buy new parks
Momentum is growing as 16 major BC
conservation and recreational groups have
now signed onto the call for the BC
government to establish a dedicated provincial
fund that can be used to purchase and protect
endangered private lands of high
environmental and recreational significance.
A variety of proposed funding mechanisms
for a BC Natural Lands Acquisition Fund (aka
‘Park Acquisition Fund’) are detailed in a
recently
released
report,
www.elc.uvic.ca/wordpress/wpcontent/uploads/2015/12/FindingMoneyFor
Parks-2015-02-08-web.pdf) prepared for the
Ancient Forest Alliance by the University of
Victoria’s Environmental Law Centre (ELC),
which calls on the province to establish an
annual $40 million fund.
The organizations signed on include:
Ancient Forest Alliance, BC Nature, Canadian
Parks and Wilderness Society-BC Chapter,
Cariboo Chilcotin Conservation Society,
Federation of Mountain Clubs of BC,
ForestEthics Solutions, Friends of the
Nemaiah Valley, Habitat Acquisition Trust,
North Columbia Environmental Society, Port
Alberni Watershed-Forest Alliance, Sierra Club
of BC, Skeena Wild Conservation Trust, Trails
Society of BC, Wilderness Committee,
Wildsight, Valhalla Wilderness Society
The report, ‘Finding the Money to Buy and
Protect Natural Lands’, provides a ‘menu’ of
possible ways that funds can be allocated or
generated for a dedicated fund to purchase
vital green spaces and natural areas from
willing sellers of private lands. These
mechanisms include:
$10 to $15 million per year by simply
recapturing the windfall that the beverage
industry enjoys when consumers fail to redeem
container deposits, an approach nicknamed
‘pops for parks’.
Many millions more could be raised by
emulating the most important mechanism for
park funding in the US—a special tax on nonrenewable resources like oil and gas.
Numerous North American governments have
ruled that it is fair to require industries using
up non-renewables to compensate future

generations—and permanently protect other
natural resources.
Funds from a tax on real estate speculation.
Currently Vancouver real estate is becoming
unaffordable, in part because of speculation in
the housing market. Some are proposing a
specially designed tax to curb speculation.
Fortuitously, such a tax could provide generous
funding for acquisition of natural areas—areas
which will be needed to serve our growing
population.
The above initiatives could be combined
with one or more of the many other proven
mechanisms for park funding. This could
include: dedication of funds from the sale of
Crown lands, property transfer taxes, income
tax check-offs, sales of environmental licence
plates, gas taxes, sales taxes, taxes and fines on
environmentally harmful products and
actions, and a variety of other fees and taxes.
About 5% of British Columbia’s land base is
private, where new protected areas require the
outright purchase of private lands from willing
sellers, while 95% is Crown (public) lands
where new protected areas are established by
government legislation. However, a high
percentage of BC’s most endangered and
biologically diverse and rich ecosystems are
found on private lands—which tend to be
found in temperate lower elevations and
valleys where most humans live. As a result,
private lands are disproportionately important
for conservation efforts in BC. In particular,
southeastern Vancouver Island, the Gulf
Islands, the Lower Mainland, the Sunshine
Coast, and the Okanagan Valley contain much
of the private lands in BC, the greatest
concentrations of endangered species, and the
most heavily visited natural areas, and would
benefit the most from such a fund.
‘Many regional districts in BC already have
dedicated land acquisition funds to protect
green spaces, such as the Capital Regional
District in the Greater Victoria region,’ stated
Ken Wu, Ancient Forest Alliance executive
director. ‘The BC government should do its
part and step forward with a fund to purchase
endangered ecosystems, old-growth forests,
drinking watersheds and areas of high

t was forgotten for years, until by chance,
in 2005, professor Dr Evelyn Forget
stumbled across 1,800 dusty boxes of
research results, and went to the Manitoba
town of Dauphin to see whether anyone would
talk to her about the time when everyone in the
area lived above the poverty line.
A typical story she heard was that of a single
mom with teen-aged daughters, who used her
income to get an education and, with a parttime job, taught her daughters that a far
different life was possible for them than they
had expected before the income assistance.
That story was mirrored by others.
From the disorganized reams of evidence,
Dr Forget winnowed out results that showed
that when everyone was free of poverty, there
were fewer accidents, kids stayed in school
longer, hospital trips were decreased, and local
businesses thrived. The more ephemeral
effects of the experiment in “Minicome”, of
improved self esteem and sense of belonging
to a community, cannot be measured, except
perhaps in fewer teen pregnancies and
decreased crime, other effects of the Dauphin
experiment. Opponents–who thought that it
would result in larger families and an
unwillingness to work–were proved wrong.
There was a slight effect of refusing work but
this was corrected by only deducting fifty cents
on the dollar from earned income for a time
after an unemployed person found a job.
Here’s how it worked: The experiment was
supported financially by the Pierre Trudeau
government providing 75% of the cost, and by
the provincial government providing 25%. .
Every household was allotted the same basic
amount: 60% of the StatsCan low income cutoff, depending on family size and location.
Actually, Canada has a partial income
support program in the form of a Guaranteed
Income Supplement for Seniors, and a national

child care benefit. But the gap in the system is
the lack of support for the working poor.
Those who balk at the price might not know
that evidence from the Dauphin experiment
indicates that a GAI would save millions in
social assistance and health care, and in
reduced child care and elder care programs, let
alone the cost of policing. The Dauphin
experiment suggests that poor people use
crime to gain income, and once financially
supported, find a less risky way to live.
Eligibility could be assessed by income tax
records: in fact, Milton Friedman, that staunch
defender of corporate profit, supported the
idea of what he called a “negative income tax”
to top up the incomes of those below the
poverty line.
It isn’t really a right-left issue. It has more
to do with niggardliness. Harper’s negative
attitude to income support differed from that
of the Conservatives under Robert Stanfield, in
1969, who favoured an income assistance plan.
Hugh Segal, a long-time Conservative Senator,
has commented on Harper’s attitude: ‘It’s an
abomination that he wouldn’t discuss it when
we have close to ten percent of the population
living below the poverty line’. The Harper
government couldn’t see that ‘it was not charity
to the unworthy and lazy’.
Furthermore, it might surprise Donald
Trump and his yelling supporters that Thomas
Paine, one of the American Founding Fathers,
wanted citizens to be paid a bonus to equalize
property and eliminate ‘the invidious
distinctions between rich and poor’. He
suggested it might be paid to all citizens at the
age of 21. That would get rid of post-secondary
education debt, a modern scourge on the
young which shames us all.
Income support is an idea whose time is
coming, and is supported by the Green party.
Although the Swiss turned it down, fearing that

I
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Aerial view of Mount Horne, an unprotected mountainside above the worldfamous protected Cathedral Grove. A possible new park?

recreational and scenic value on private lands
for future generations of British Columbians.
While private citizens, land trusts, and
environmental groups can help, they simply
don’t have enough funds to purchase enough
of the lands at risk in a timely manner before
their demise, in most cases. Only governments
have those kinds of funds.
‘A $40 million fund to expand conservation
lands would amount to less than one tenth of
1% of BC’s $40 billion annual provincial budget
(ie. 1/1000th). Studies have shown that for
every $1 invested by the government in BC’s
provincial park system, another $9 is
generated in the provincial economy as visitors
spend their funds in local restaurants,
campsites, motels, grocery stores, gas stations,
etc.’
The provincial Natural Lands Acquisition
Fund would be similar to the park or land
acquisition funds of various regional districts
in BC which are augmented by the fundraising
efforts of private citizens and land trusts, says
the report.

Guaranteed Annual Income - Muriel E Wiens

people wouldn’t work if they weren’t bribed by
money, other countries are conducting pilot
projects similar to the Canadian Dauphin
experiment. Holland and France both initiated
pilot projects in the last months of 2015.
Finland has initiated a program to pay every
citizen $1,100 per month and scrap all other
benefits, in an effort to reduce the
‘unemployment’ rate. Perhaps this is ‘code’ for

The Land Acquisition Fund of the Capital
Regional District of Greater Victoria has been
foundational in helping to protect endangered
ecosystems and lands of high recreational and
scenic value. The fund generates about $3.7
million each year and has contributed
approximately $35 million dollars to the
purchase of almost 4,500 hectares of land
around Victoria since its establishment in year
2000. The CRD’s funds are raised through an
average $20-per-household levy each year and
has been pivotal for protecting lands of high
environmental and/or recreational value at
Jordan River, the Sooke Hills, Sooke Potholes,
adjacent to Thetis Lake Park, and on Mount
Maxwell on Salt Spring Island. See:
www.crd.bc.ca/docs/default-source/parkspdf/summary-of-2014-regional-parks-landacquisition-fund.pdf?sfvrsn=2. 0

<
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poverty.
Closer to home, Alberta is considering it.
The mayors of Edmonton and Calgary
enthusiastically support the measure as a way
to eliminate the poverty trap. It would end
child poverty, a problem our politicians wring
their hands over but do nothing to solve.
Federally, this is something of his father’s
heritage that Justin might wish to honour. 0
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News Digest— continued from page 1
California Methane Leak Will
Continue Until March, At Least

Leaking natural gas from a well drilled into a
gas storage field at Porter Ranch, near Los
Angeles, has necessitated thousands of families
to move away to avoid health impacts. The leak
will continue at least until March, according to
the well operator, SoCalGas. Residents near the
well in the San Fernando valley have reported
nosebleeds, headaches, nausea, and
respiratory problems.
The leak was first detected last October 23
and is currently leaking 40-64 tons of methane
per hour. So far, it has spewed a estimated 80
megatons, increasing the state’s GHG
emissions by a quarter.
Besides methane, the well is leaking
mercaptans (added to natural gas so humans
can smell it), benzene, ethylene, toluene,
xylene, radon, and hydrogen sulfide. Benzene
levels 3 to 5 times normal have been detected
in downtown Los Angeles.
The leak is at the 500 foot level in an 8,700
foot well. SoCalGas has made six unsuccessful
attempts to plug the well, and it now starting
to drill a ‘relief well', to stop the leak. The
company anticipates that this will take until
March, 2016 at the earliest.
Numerous federal and state agencies are
tracking the leak, which has spread a plume of
gas for miles in all directions. These agencies
insist that the gas poses no health danger to
humans. But this conclusion is based on shortterm studies; there is no precedent for the type
of long term exposure now being experienced
by local residents.
Depleted oil and gas fields have been used

for many years to store natural gas reserves.
But methane leaks are difficult to avoid or stop.
The Barnett gas field in Texas, also leaking, at
a rate of 65 tons of methane per hour, from its
many fracked wells, is typical of producing gas
fields for its ‘fugitive emissions’.

BC Greens Appoint Matt Toner
Second Deputy Leader

On January 18, Leader of the BC Green Party
Andrew Weaver announced that he has
appointed high-tech entrepreneur Matt Toner
as the party’s second Deputy Leader.
Deputy Leader Adam Olsen continues in
his post. Toner will continue to serve as the
party’s Critic for Finance and the New
Economy, a role he has held since April 2015.
‘Our vision is a clean-technology economy—
a 21st century economy. One that makes
British Columbia an economic and
environmental leader.’ said Weaver, ‘Matt
Toner will be integral to those efforts.’
Toner is a digital media entrepreneur who
has led startup ventures in New York, Toronto
and Vancouver. He is currently CEO of Biba
Ventures, which designs playgrounds that
incorporate smart phone technology to
facilitate embodied digital play.
BC Greens have two candidates in the
forthcoming February 2nd by-elections: Pete
Fry in Vancouver-Mount Pleasant, and Joe
Keithley in Coquitlam-Burke Mountain.
Toner commented, ‘They offer a sustainable
vision for our economy. Voters have an
opportunity to choose MLAs who embody the
future of our communities and province, and
who truly represent their constituents. We can
make a better BC, today.’

We’d like your feedback
on the 2016-2017 budget proposal
You can find it online at islandstrust.bc.ca/budget or request a printed
copy by calling us at 250-405-5151.
Your comments will help the Islands Trust Council set its 2016 – 2017
budget at the public meeting on Hornby Island, March 22 – 24.
Please send your comments by February 17th in the following ways:
 Take our survey at islandstrust.bc.ca/budget
 200-1627 Fort Street, Victoria, BC V8R 1H8
 budget@islandstrust.bc.ca
 Fax: 250-405-5155

The Islands Trust preserves the communities, culture
and environment of islands in the Salish Sea.
Learn more about what we do at islandstrust.bc.ca.
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Delta 5 Get Split Decision On
Train Blockade

Five people who blockaded a train of tank cars
carrying Bakken crude oil through Everett,
Washington on September 2, 2014 were
convicted of trespass in the second degree, but
acquitted of impeding the movement of a train.
The four day jury trial of the ‘Delta 5’, took
place in Lynwood, Washington in midJanuary.
Bakken crude was involved in the explosion
and fire in Lac-Mégantic, Quebec on July 6,
2013.
The defendants testified that they were
motivated by the science of climate change,
and by concern for the safety of those living in
Washington’s ‘fossil fuel corridors’. The judge
in the trial permitted full testimony on the
climate and environmental effects of the oil
and the train, but instructed the jury that it
must make its decision strictly on the trespass
and train charges.
Judge Howard explained that the climate
change defense could not be considered
because of ‘lack of precedent’.
Given those limitations, the jury’s decision
sent a somewhat ambiguous message. This
was reinforced by three members of the jury,
who gathered with the defendants after the
trial, saying that they were moved by testimony
on the climate crisis and oil train threats, and
would find ways to take action on both issues.
‘The Delta 5 knew that they had to step
outside of business as usual to take climate
action commensurate with the crisis. The fact
that Judge Howard stayed within his strict
legalism and declined to take a risk of
conscience reinforces how important it is for
citizens to take bold moral actions,’ said Tim
DeChristopher, a founder of the Climate
Disobedience Center.

FortisBC Pursues Marine LNG
Market

Natural gas utility FortisBC has revealed plans
to develop the market for Liquefied Natural
Gas for shipping.
The company has liquefaction plants on the
Fraser River at Tilbury Island (built 1971) and
at Mount Hayes (built 2011) on Vancouver
Island. The two locations are at present the
only two LNG plants on the west coast of North
America.
The company already appears to have its
first customer in BC Ferries, which is equipping
some existing and new vessels to operate on
either LNG or diesel fuel.
‘FortisBC has over 7 million gallons of
storage capacity at its Delta-based facility with
a further 10 million gallons under construction,
allowing for a robust supply position to support
marine market sales,’ the company stated.
Construction started in 2014; the company
expects to supply vehicles, including marine
vessels, by the fourth quarter of 2016.

New Report on Salish Sea

Raincoast Conservation Society has released a
new Salish Sea report. ‘Our Threatened Coast:
Nature and Shared Benefits in the Salish Sea’
examines the diverse abundance of plant and
animal life fostered by the Salish Sea’s
productive waters and provides additional
insight into the intrinsic value of the Salish
Sea’s biological diversity, which underpins the
local economy and provides ecological and
cultural value to the region’s eight million
residents.
Unlike federal risk and environmental
assessments, the study considers cumulative
effects of proposed coastal energy projects, and
identifies numerous failings of existing
assessments concerning increased vessel traffic
and oil spill risk.
‘We conclude that the purported economic
benefits of fossil fuel export projects like Trans
Mountain are insignificant when weighed
against a more holistic examination of value of
the region’s ecosystem services, including
ecological values and distributed recreational
pursuits throughout the Salish Sea,’ Raincoast
says.
‘Millions of personal experiences
throughout the Salish Sea also define our
relationship to place, and the depth of these
connections and interdependence of people
and place are exemplified by the Coast Salish

indigenous communities. While difficult to
value economically, a diverse range of activities
also exemplifies the economic value of the
region to its inhabitants, including: 540,000
licensed saltwater anglers, 1.8 million birders,
more than 1 million marine powered boaters,
200,000 kayakers, thousands of surfers, and
3.3 million beachcombers.
‘The Salish Sea represents an ecosystem of
global significance providing natural benefits
that support our environment, economy, and
society. At a time in which the Salish Sea’s nonhuman residents face myriad pressures, we are
encouraging everyone to read our report;
consider how they personally value the Salish
Sea; and to ask decision makers to protect it,’
asks Raincoast.
Find the report at: www.raincoast.org

Egg Farmers Make a Difference

January marked a major milestone for a
flagship agriculture development, Project
Canaan, in Swaziland; the newly built egglaying operation at welcomed its first flock of
pullets.
The project is supported by Egg Farmers of
Canada and the International Egg Foundation.
The egg barns, built in partnership with the
not-for-profit organization Heart for Africa as
part of their larger development initiative, will
deliver thousands of nutritious eggs to
orphaned children. This will enhance Heart for
Africa’s existing feeding program which
already delivers 74,000 hand-packed meals
each month to rural communities through a
network of 30 churches.
The partnership between Egg Farmers of
Canada (EFC) and Heart for Africa was
announced in late 2014 and since then,
volunteer leaders and farmers from the
Canadian egg industry have helped locals build
the entire egg-farm from the ground up. The
project team is also teaching Heart for Africa
staff and Swazi locals the farming practices
commonly used throughout Canada so they
can establish a long-term strategy to sustain
the operation over time.
‘When we first heard about Heart for Africa,
we recognized an opportunity for the humble
egg and knew we wanted to be involved,’ said
Tim Lambert, CEO of Egg Farmers of Canada.
‘With 6gms of high-quality protein and
fourteen essential vitamins and nutrients, eggs
are the perfect food to feed a hungry world.’
Sustainable agriculture is crucial for
countries experiencing food insecurity and
malnutrition. Egg farming is a perfect way to
ensure protein and vitamins are incorporated
into the diet of undernourished people
anywhere in the world, says the EFC.

Emergency Program Act Update

British Columbians are invited to provide input
into the future of the Emergency Program Act
(EPA) through an online public engagement
website.
The
website
engage.gov.bc.ca/emergencyprogramact, is
open for six weeks, and scheduled to close on
Friday, February 19, at 4pm.
‘Prepared and Resilient’ is a discussion
paper on the legislative framework for
emergency management in British Columbia
that follows up with ongoing consultations
done across government. It is intended to
support an engaging consultation with
stakeholders about emergency management
legislation in BC.
The EPA requires local authorities,
ministries, Crown corporations, government
agencies, and others to develop plans and
programs to prepare for and respond to
emergencies and disasters in the Province.
While best practices in the field of
emergency management in BC and elsewhere
have evolved significantly over the past two
decades, the Emergency Program Act in BC
has remained largely unchanged since its
introduction in 1993. This consultation
acknowledges recent changes some other
Canadian jurisdictions have made to
modernize their emergency management laws.
The initiative has also been shaped by findings
and recommendations of the 2014 earthquake
preparedness reports of the British Columbia’s
auditor general and Henry Renteria.
The BC government also has invited key
NEWS DIGEST please turn to next page
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Still carbon busting
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- Peter Nix, Cowichan Carbon Buster

ur propane fireplace needed maintenance last week…
wait now—before you fire off that critical email—we got
rid of our oil/wood boiler and use propane only as a
backup for electric heaters. OK? Hope so, because nobody said
a carbon buster’s job is easy.
Anyway, I jokingly asked Gary, the gasfitter, if he knew that
his job would inevitably become extinct. Instead of being pissed
off, he smiled and said, ‘Yes, I know’.
I guess he was listening to politicians and scientists at that
Paris Climate Conference. At the same time, a Suncor oil sands
mechanic got considerable publicity when he also admitted the
need to phase out his fossil fuel job and transition to renewable
forms of energy. Wow, this was in Fort McMurray!
But given the extensive press coverage of the Paris
Conference, is my carbon buster job also to become extinct?
Well, action on climate change is too important to leave to
governments or corporations. So the answer is both ‘yes’ and
‘no’.
Yes, I don't need to warn about the danger of climate change
anymore. And no, I will still work to find ways to phase out the
use of fossil fuels. If you and I do that, governments will achieve
their carbon reduction objectives, fossil fuel corporations will

go out of business, and our climate will heal. Problem solved.
Of course, this transition to renewable energy will not be easy
and cannot be abrupt. So we all have very big jobs, but with very
big benefits. Our non-carbon future will be sustainable and
likely more democratic, more social, and, certainly, more
healthy—a big deal in Cowichan according to our regional
medical officer.
We need to help each other change our way of thinking. If
we treat fossil fuel users that live in our community as we now
treat smokers that come into our homes—kind but stern—then
we will succeed.
If we phase out our use of gasoline or home-heating fuel,
corporations will fear the financial risk of digging or drilling
expensive fossil fuels out of the ground. So I am transitioning
my energy into supporting alternatives to fossil fuels.
For example, a group in Cowichan is setting up a public solar
energy project. Citizens would finance locally-produced, noncarbon solar energy—and make money. They could lease
rooftops from fellow citizens, or maybe build small solar ‘farms’
like mine near Maple Bay. (See Island Tides, next edition.)
Interested? Email cowichancarbonbusters@shaw.ca. 0

surprised if some people underestimate the amount of wood
they burn in order to qualify for lower premiums. He warns,
however, that such a decision could backfire. ‘If an applicant
declares he burns one cord per year but actually burns four or
five, for example, there could be a non-disclosure issue that
could result in a denied claim.’
Sarah Harker, an insurance manager with Island Savings
Insurance, indicates the criteria for what constitutes primary
and secondary heat varies from company to company, and that
homeowners should therefore contact their insurance company
if they are unsure of the guidelines. She adds that it is also
important to inform the insurer if usage changes over time and
the information on the original application form is no longer
accurate.

The issue of chimney cleaning also comes back to what was
written on the original application and questionnaire. According
to Preston, annual cleaning is usually an expectation rather than
a requirement spelled out in the policy, but that does not mean
it can be ignored. ‘When an application for insurance is made,
the applicant declares if there will be annual maintenance of the
chimney. The insurance company uses that information to
determine the eligibility of the applicant.’
He points out that insurers and the insured are governed by
a principle known as utmost good faith. ‘This is to ensure that
clients are completely honest and insurance companies get the
true facts. Non-disclosure by the applicant can result in an
insurance policy that is void.’ 0

creation (interest free) back to the Bank of England, and
suggests a National Monetary Authority to regulate money
supply, and loans to governments. Lord Adair Turner, former
head of the UK’s Financial Services Authority, recently wrote a
Financial Times opinion article calling on the UK government
to direct the Bank of England to create debt-free money to fund
the government deficit.
The Green Party in Canada has cautiously supported this
approach for some time. By voting for Elizabeth May you too
have endorsed the Green’s policy which says: ‘Therefore, be it
resolved that under the powers granted to it under the
Constitution, for all future deficits, the Government of Canada
borrow money interest free, through the purchase of
Government of Canada bonds, but to prevent unrestrained
borrowing it be limited by only being permitted when the
government is maintaining an operational surplus.’
In Iceland, after spectacular bank crashes and fraud trials—
resulting in sending Big Bank CEOs to prison—that government
commissioned a report: ‘Monetary Reform: a Better Monetary
System for Iceland’. It’s a good online read by an unmeltable
northern gent named Frosti (MP, Chair Government Finance,
London School of Economics grad, corporate consultant,
businessman). They are thinking hard about what’s next, and
the world is watching.
Recently, a resolute Canadian group—the Committee on
Monetary and Economic Reform (COMER.Org)—won a case
in the Supreme Court of Canada allowing them to proceed with
forcing our government to—among other things—use the Bank
Act to benefit all Canadians. (Their lawyer, Rocco Galati, had to
fight Harper-government procedural blockades in court, and
faces yet another such blockage before the actual issues can be
dealt with.) Is someone trying to hide something? But the
justices involved agree the case has merit.
So, if this stuff vexes you, as it does me—what to do? Maybe
start with some Google research? Maybe write to newspapers,
or to our MP’s and the PM, and suggest now is a good time to
revisit these ideas.
It would be easy for our new government to withdraw the
procedural Supreme Court roadblocks set by the Harper Tories,
and let the COMER case have its day in court. These ideas could
then be aired in Parliament, and in public.
We might also question whether proceeding with the
pending TPP (Trans Pacific Partnership trade treaty) should
concern us—as it concerns many legalistas. Our new
government has promised open consideration of this TPP
treaty. The ISDS (Investor State Dispute Settlement) provisions
may cramp our abilities to democratically improve our own
monetary system. Might the debt interest we could save go
towards the trade fines already levied against Canada under
similar NAFTA provisions? What if an Asian enterprise buys
into RBC or BMO, and then we want to remove the easy profit
source due to government loans?
There are highly-advantaged players in this game, but with
a forward-thinking inclusive government, a lot of nation

building repair work ahead, and with alert citizens such as
ourselves on side, we might make some gains.
With tight money and promises to keep, would not a little of
that saved $30B fit nicely into next year's budget? Is shutting
off the tap on what appears to be a huge, never-ending,
unearned subsidy to private banks be: a risk to foreign investors
we should care about or a proper stand for Canada’s sovereignty
and public good?
What do you think?
Joel Harvey, Mayne Island

WOOD HEAT from page 3
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Shawnigan Lake OCP

The following letter was sent to Honourable Christy Clark,
Premier of British Columbia
Dear Premier Clark:
In BC’s Local Government Act, I see that the provincial
government encourages local governments to develop an
Official Community Plan (OCP) that is ‘a statement of objectives
and policies to guide decisions on planning and land use
management’. In that act it also authorizes local governments
to create policies ‘relating to the preservation, protection,
restoration and enhancement of the natural environment, its
ecosystems and biological diversity.’
When I look at the South Cowichan OCP, in section 3: THE
NATURAL ENVIRONMENT, I see the first two objectives defined as,
‘To conserve, manage and protect water to ensure reliable
supplies for human use and healthy ecosystem’ and ‘To ensure
that future generations have a natural environment that is at
least as healthy and secure as that which we enjoy today.’
In section 5: SHAWNIGAN LAKE WATERSHED MANAGEMENT, I
read ‘This section of the OCP provides objectives and policies
that are designed to ensure the preservation of the natural,
water-purifying and water-retaining functions of the watershed
so that the community surrounding this beautiful lake can
continue to use and enjoy its waters in perpetuity, secure in the
knowledge that their health and safety is not at risk.’
Further on I read, ‘If we fail in this responsibility, we and
future generations will, at some point, be faced with the
enormous capital and operational costs of treating the lake’s
water and distributing it to all households and businesses that
have traditionally been able to use these waters with little or no
treatment. No alternative water source is reasonably available
to this community.’
Nowhere in the OCP do I see any desire to have 5 million
tons of toxic soil dumped in the headwaters of this designated
community watershed. That decision is so diametrically
opposed to both the spirit and content of the OCP.
So my question is:
Is your government actually supportive of having local
governments develop an OCP ‘to guide decisions on planning
and land use management’?
If so, why has your government acted so contrary to the
consensus objectives and polices documented in the OCP, and
the overwhelming desire of South Cowichan residents?
Brian Costello, Shawnigan Lake 0

News Digest - continued from previous page

stakeholders to make formal stakeholder submissions that will
be made available publicly as they are received. The input and
feedback that will be received from interested British
Columbians on the challenges and proposals outlined in the
discussion paper will best inform the development of any
changes to the law, creating legislation that supports a prepared
and resilient province, says the Ministry of Transportation and
Infrastructure.

French Moving Quickly To Right Their
Economy

On January 18, French President Francois Hollande pledged to
redefine France’s business model and declared what he called
‘a state of economic and social emergency’, unveiling a 2-billioneuro ($2.2 billion) plan to revive hiring and catch up with a fastmoving world economy.
The measures he proposed, however, are relatively modest,
and he said they would not ‘put into question’ the 35-hour
workweek. With his country under a state of emergency since
extremist attacks in November, Hollande did not seek to
assume any new emergency powers over the economy.
In an annual speech to business leaders, Hollande laid out
plans for training half a million jobless workers, greater use of
apprenticeships, and aid for companies that hire young workers.
Hollande’s government has struggled to boost long-stagnant
French growth or reduce chronic unemployment, which has
been at approximately 10% for years. His chances of winning a
second term may hinge on whether jobs pick up before next
year’s presidential vote.
Hollande stressed the urgency of updating France’s labourfriendly business model in an increasingly border-free, online
economy. The measures included a loosening of France’s rigid
working time rules, and a bonus of €2,000 to small businesses
that hire young people.
He stressed the need to integrate youth from France’s
troubled suburbs, including minorities who face job
discrimination, into the global economy. High unemployment
in France’s North African and African communities is seen as
one of the factors driving some youths to violent extremism or
the drug trade.
Some measures will be included in draft economic reform
laws the government is presenting to parliament in the coming
weeks. 0
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Large flocks of mergansers are a common winter sight around the Salish Sea. They act as a posse, herding schools of fish into the shallows where they
become easy prey.

S

Saturna Notes - Priscilla Ewbank

nowdrops are fully blooming, narcissus
are fat-budded, and some volunteer
daffodils are up and running at the
General Store. But from past experience we
could get walloped with snow through
February, which would be a big shock to a rose
in my garden that has soggy wet blooms right
now.
No rain shortage in winter in the Gulf
Islands! The big pond on the farm is full up
with water, and the reservoir that serves the
Lyall Harbour Boot Cove Water System is
ready for summer; by late fall last year it was
looking a little California-ish.
We have a Haggis Farm pair of eagles that
is around most of the year except in October—
when they are fishing up-coast. Yesterday, they
were in the top of a very-visible-from-thehouse Douglas fir, chatting away between
themselves for most of an hour. They pair up
for life, apparently—you have to wonder what
makes those particular two come together and
what the ‘conversations’ are about. I see them
often chittering away together on a single
branch by the pond or the top of the big maple.
At night, especially strongly moonlit nights, I
hear the pair of them.

Counting The Kitchen

Monday, many members of the Saturna
Women’s Service Club met at the Community
Hall to ‘Count the Kitchen’. All the implements,
pots and pans, dishware, measuring cups,
flower vases, and all the paraphernalia to put
on a full-scale function in the kitchen get
counted and go on a big master-list to be sure
that we have enough tools to turn out those
fabulous community dinners, memorial
celebrations, and all the activities in between.
Women’s Club has taken on this
responsibility for years. Oddly enough, we
seem to both lose tools and gain them! Potluck
dinners are infamous for people bringing
contributions and not picking up their pots
after the party or writing their name on the
bottom of the pot. (One private individual had
a big potluck and after the affair had to post a
picture on the bulletin boards of the pots that
had not been picked up!)
The Community Club has a generous policy
of loaning or renting kitchenware to Islanders
for big parties or to the local businesses. There
is a sign-up sheet and Islanders are good
getting the stuff back, but not always. This is an

What’s On?

VANCOUVER ISLAND &
ALL THE GULF ISLANDS

Saturday, February 6

Old Man Luedecke—folk and roots music performance presented by Mayne Island
Music Society • St Mary Magdalene Church • 7:30pm • Tickets: $20 at Happy Tides,
Farm Gate and Home Hardware • MAYNE

aggravation for the next group who comes
along and expects to roll in, do their thing and
can’t find the …! On the other hand, counted in
piles on the counter were 9 wine bottle openers
and 23 egg-flippers—no two alike. I imagine
what happens is that some alert soul at
recycling spots a handy useful item and says,
‘Hey, perfect for the Community Hall, or
someone is downsizing and goes through the
same thought process.

Saturna’s Community Buildings

Saturna Island has wonderful amenities in
place to serve the community for private
functions, concerts, movies, plays, all manner
of meetings, to raise money or to just entertain
ourselves and visitors.
All of these buildings have a set-up of
volunteers to keep the lights and heat on, keep
them clean, decide to get the carpets cleaned,
fix the vacuum cleaner,, do regular
maintenance, keep the insurance paid-up, and
investigate for better service providers and
benefitsfor the hall. Just the plain old boring
stuff which has to be done year-in-and-yearout—like at home. The Community Club
manages much of that upkeep and
maintenance for the hall. However, the
Women’s Service Club is to be thanked for the
special care and time that they donate to
Saturna Community Hall.
Since the Canadian dollar value now seems
to be pegged to the peso, news that the
Southern Gulf Islands are ranked #50 on the
New York Times’ 52 Places To Go In 2016 list
is welcome. We represent a spectacular savings

for our American neighbours, speak the same
language, are courteous, and we have a sane
progressive federal government in place—
pretty enticing destination!
Several of our US friends came to their
Canadian homes for Christmas and were quite
jolly about paying a pittance for items
compared to what they pay at home. I hope we
are inundated this summer with happy
travellers delighted to experience what we Gulf
Islanders have to offer, and throwing money
around like kings!

MP Townhall

Elizabeth May came to Saturna for her first
townhall since her re-election. The meeting
was pretty rowdy and boisterous as everyone
is delighted by the change in federal
government. MP Mays’ townhall meetings are
non-partisan and are an update on what has
transpired in government since the last one—
lots has gone on this time.
After the October election, Elizabeth May
was also deeply involved in the Paris climate
talks but has kept right up-to-speed on local
and federal happenings.
Following the townhall many of the 40
attendees repaired to the Lighthouse Pub for
an informal get-together to hear more, and
share food and drink! How did we manage,
through so many group and individual
energies, to change government? What has
been accomplished so far and what does the
present government aspire to? It was a giddy
evening, reminding us all why we smiled for at
least two weeks after the election! 0

Fri, Sat & Sun, February 12, 13, &14

‘Breakfast in Beds’, Salt Spring Island’s 21st Annual Seedy Saturday—presented by Island Natural
Growers. • FrIdAY MOvIE NIght: 7-9pm: ‘Open Sesame:The Story of Seeds’ ($10
suggested donation); SAturdAY SEEd ExchANgE: 10am-3pm, vendors, pancake
breakfast, free workshops, and kids activities ($5 suggested donation); SuNdAY
wOrkShOpS: ($25 pre-registration includes lunch) 10–11am: Growing and
Eating Pulses with Dan Jason, 11–12pm: Dealing with Drought, panel
discussion, 12–1pm: catered lunch,1-2:30pm: Resilient Gardening with Linda Gilkeson • Farmers’
Institute, 351 Rainbow Road• Workshop registration: ssiseedysaturday@gmail.com • SALt SprINg
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Fri, Sat, Sun, February 19, 20 &21

7th galiano Literary Festival presented by galiano Island Books—writing workshops,
readings and panel discussions with fiction, nonfiction and poetry writers from all over
BC, and beyond—including Terry Fallis, Michael Crummey, William Deverell, Margaret
Horsfield, David Boyd • Info, registration and tickets: galianoliteraryfestival.com, 250-5393340, galianoliteraryfestival@ gmail.com • gALIANO

Next Deadline: February 3
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